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ABSTRACT

Results are shown for a three-dimensional Navier-

Stokes analysis of both the flow and the surface
heat transfer for turbine applications. Heat transfer

comparisons are made with the experimental shock-

tunnel data of Dunn and Kirn, and with the data

of Blair for the rotor of the large scale rotating tur-

bine. The analysis was done using the steady-state,

three-dimensional, thin-layer Navier-Stokes code de-

veloped by Chlrna, which uses a multistage Runge-

Kutta scheme with implicit residual smoothing. An

algebraic mixing length turbulence model is used to

calculate turbulent eddy viscosity. The variation in

heat transfer due to variations in grid parameters is
examined. The effects of rotation, tip clearance, and

inlet boundary layer thickness variation on the pre-
dicted blade and endwall heat transfer are examined.

Nomenclature

Cp- Pressure coei_cient (P - P{N)/(PI_N--PSXIT)
P - Pressure

Re - Unit Reynolds number

C - Chord

s Fractionalsurfacedistance

St - Stanton number based on inletconditions

z Fractionalchordwise distance

y Distance normal to surface

_+ - Normalized distancefrom surface

6 Fullboundary layerthickness

u Kinematic viscosity

p Density

fMember AIAA

This paper isdeclared a work ofthe U.S. Government

and isnot subjecttocopyrightprotectioninthe United

States.

Subscripts

¢ - Gas total

IN - Blade row inlet

EXIT " Blade row hub exit

w Wall

1 - Firstgridlinefrom surface

Superscript

' Total

INTRODUCTION

Accurate heat transferpredictionsare needed in

turbomachinery designsfor advanced propulsionsys-

tems. Improved heat transferpredictioncapabilityal-

lows for reduced coolant requirements for given heat

loads to the turbine blades. Alternately,improved

heat transferpredictionswould allow for an increase

in turbine inlettemperature for a given amount of

coolant.Even ifthe bladesare uncooled, accuratepre-

dictionsare needed to determine blade temperatures

during transients,sincethese temperatures determine

thermal stresses. Experimental data show three-

dimensional heat transferpatterns on the blade and

the endwall surfaces.(l-z) These three-dimensional

heat transfer patterns were observed in data from

both cascade facilitiesand on rotatingturbineblades.

Blair(e)showed heat transferon the rotor surfacein

the tip region nearly double that in the midspan re-

gion, indicatingthe importance of clearance in de-

termining blade heat transfer.Two-dimensional heat

transferanalysesare unsuitableforpredictingendwall

heat transferdistributions,and do not account for

clearanceeffects.The three-dimensionalnature ofthe

experiments]data show the need forthree-dimensional

heat transferanalyses.

Comparisons have been made between predicted

and measured vane and rotor heat transfer using

three-dimensionalNavier-Stokes analyses,{s-l°)typi-

callyforcaseswhere neithertipclearancenor rotation

were present. This paper shows comparisons between

predicted and measured heat transferfor individual



blade rows of turbine stages. Comparisons are shown
with the heat transfer data of Dunn and Kim (7), and

with the data of Blair (e). Dunn and Kim measured

vane and rotor heat transfer in a shock tunnel for the

Space Shuttle Main Engine(SSME), high pressure fuel

turbine(HPFT), operating at the design turbine pres-
sure ratio. Measurements were made at three spanwise

locations for the stator and rotor of the first stage, and

at midspan for the starer of the second stage. Blair

measured heat transfer for the rotor of a low speed

turbine in a large scale rotating rig over a range of

Reynolds numbers and flow coefficients. Full span heat
transfer data were obtained on both surfaces of the ro-

tor, and on the hub endwall.

The heat transfer analysis was done using the

steacly-state three-dimensional analysis developed by
Chiton(11-12). This is an explicit, tlnite-difference,

thln-layer Navier-Stokes analysis. An algebraic tur-
bulence model is used to calculate the turbulent eddy

viscosity. One question which arises with respect to
the clearance flow region is the degree of detail needed

for calculating the flow in the gap between the top
of the rotating blade and the stationary shroud. It

is possible to generate a grid for the region on top of
the blade in this gap, and a grid would be necessary
to calculate the heat transfer on the top surface of

the rotor. However, a simpler approach is to average
the flow variables for the blade surface grid line when

the grid is extended into the clearance region. Since
part of the motivation for this work was to determine

an efficient approach which gives accurate results, the

simpler approach was used.

DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSIS

Cldma(n), and Chima and Yokota (12) give de-

tails of the three-dimensional, thin-layer Navier-Stokes

analysis. Briefly, the code uses an explicit time march-

ing algorithm, employing imp_it residual smoothing.

A four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme was used. A spa-
tial]y varying time step along with a CFL number of

5 was used to speed convergence to the steady-state
solution.

The analysis was done to determine if a simple,

and therefore relatively fast, approach to tip clearance

modeling would correctly predict the effect of clear-
ance on rotor heat transfer. In the clearance region,

above the rotor, the flow variables at the projected
surface of the blade were averaged. The values for a

point on the extended suction surface were averaged

with a corresponding point on the extended pressure
surface. Because of the d_xstn_bution of points in the C

grid, the averaged points were approximately the cor-
responding point normal to the mean camber line. In

this region the relative velocities at the projected sur-

face of the blade were not set equal to zero. Rather,

they were calculated in the same way as in the wake

region. In the clearance region there is no pressure
differentia] across the rotor. Fluid is induced to flow

from the high pressure region adjacent to the pressure

surface into the ]ow pressure region adjacent to the
suction surface.

The transition locations were calculated using the

midspan transition criteria. The start of transition

and the length of transition in terms of distance from

the stagnation point were determined using the pro-
cedure described in reference 13 for the midspan flow

conditions. As discussed in reference 13, the transi-

tion prediction used the procedure recommended by
Mayle,(z4) in which the transition location is a func-

tion of Reynolds number, freestream turbulence, and

the blade passing frequency of the upstream blade row.
In the course of this work the effects of variation in the

turbulence model were examined. Changing the model

resulted in different heat transfer levels. However,

the same relative three-dimensional patterns were ob-
served. A model was chosen for the three-dimensional

heat transfer calculations, and it is expected that other

models would yield similar three-dimensional effects.

The turbulence model employed near wall damping,
and wall functions were not used. All cases were run

with a specified wall temperature.

C-type grids, which facilitate obtaining accurate

flow and heat transfer solutions in the leading edge re-

gion, were used. The leading edge region is a region

of high heat transfer on both the blade surface and on
the endwall in front of the blade. Grids were gener-

ated using the code TCGRID developed at Lewis by
Chiton, Kirthy, and Tweedt, (15) with the blade and

endwall geometry defined as in the MERIDL program
of Katsanis (le). The TCGRID program interpolates

this information to generate input data for a relatively
small number of two-dimensional blade-to-blade grids.

The subroutine within the TCGRID program that is

used to generate these two-dimensional grids is based
on Sorenson's GRAPE code (iT). After the blade-to-

blade grids were generated, the resulting grids were

interpolated to give grids for each spanwise grid plane.

When generating the grids it was necessary to de-

termine the spacing of the first grid line from the sur-

face. It is not the physical spacing, Yl, but rather

the normalized spacing y+, that should be specified •

to obtain accurate heat transfer results. An a priori

estimate of y+ was calculated as given by Boyh (is),

except that the gas-to-wall temperature ratio was ex-

plicitly accounted for. The expression used for the

reference y+ is:

_/_EF = 0-17yxRe°'9(T¢/T=)I"5/c°'I (1)
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whereRe is the unit Reynolds number based on
freestream conditions at the blade row exit. Yl is the

distance from the first grid line to the wall, and C is

the axial chord. The ratio Ta/Tw is important only

when the gas total temperature to wall temperature

ratio is large, as it was in some of these comparisons.

An exponent of 1.5 was used to account for the effect of

temperature on both density and viscosity. The tem-

perature ratio term was included because it improved

the agreement between the Y+ZF used in generating

the grid, and the maximum value of yl+ calculated
from the Navier-Stokes solution. In all of the cases

presented, the spacing of the first grid line from the
hub and shroud was maintained at the same value as

the spacing of the first grid line from the blade.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Because of the relatively long computational
times involved in three-dimensional Navier-Stokes cal-

culations, it is necessary to determine the stun]lest grid

size that results in accurate predictions. First, the

grid size parameters and the near wall spacing, along

with the endwall boundary thickness will be examined

to show their relative importance in calculating accu-

rate turbine blade heat transfer. Next, the heat trans-

fer and pressure distribution comparisons with experi-
mental data will be made for the individual blade rows.

Grid parameter results. The first stage stator of the

SSME high-pressure fuel turbine was used to deter-
mine the appropriate grid parameters. The flow con-

ditions are those of the low Reynolds number case of

Dunn and Kim. (7) The grid sensitivity study was done

assuming fuRRy turbulent flow. Figure 1 shows the ge-

ometry and a typical grid used for the heat transfer

predictions, with the grid clustered near each of the
solid walls. The chord is shorter at the hub than at

midspan, which results in an underturning of the flow

at the hub. Figure 2 shows the effects of grid parame-

ters primarily on Stanton number, but also on the sur-

face pressure distribution, and on the calculated value

of yl+. Results are shown for a combination of five dif-

ferent grids, and Table I summarizes the parameters

for the different grids. The choice of grid parameters

was influenced by the grid sensitivity results presented
by Boyle (is) for a two-dimensional Navier-Stokes heat

transfer analysis. Note that grids D and E were gen-
erated with different grid input parameters, which re-

sulted in locally different grids. These two grids dif-

fered in terms of grid spacing around the blade, and

in orthogonality to the vane surface, but had the same

number of grid lines and near-wall spacing. Both were

felt to be acceptable grids, but neither was felt to be

superior to the other in an overall sense.

Figure 2a shows Stanton number results for two

cases which differ in the number of streamwise grids by

comparing grids A and B. The number of streamwise

grids is the total number of grid lines which extend
out from the blade surface or from the C-grid cut line

in the wake region. Grid A had 214 streamwise grid

lines, of which 68 were in the wake; grid B had 145

streamwise grid lines, of which 40 were in the wake.

The coarser grid with 145 lines had nearly the same

Stanton number distribution as the finer grid, showing

that a relatively sparse grid could be used around the

blade for the heat transfer predictions.

Figure 2b shows the effect of varying the near-
wall spacing on $tanton number using grids C and D.

Increasing Y_EF from 1.2 to 2.3 had little effect on the
blade surface Stanton number.

Figure 2c shows the effect on the Stanton number

of grid stretching in the spanwise direction. Grids B

and E, used for the comparisons, had the same spacing

for the first grid line off each endwalL Because grid B

had only 43 spanwise grid lines, it was stretched con-

siderably more. The ratio of Ay_ to Ayl was 1.6 for

grid B, and this ratio was 1.3 for grid E. Ay is the

distance between adjacent grid lines in the radial di-

rection, with Ayl being the distance between the hub

or tip and the first grid line off the wall. The effect

of grid stretching is very noticeable on vane surface
heat transfer. This is somewhat surprising since the

grid variation is only in the spanwise direction, and
not in a direction normal to the blade. The span-to-

pitch ratio for this case is 1.1, so that the grid outward
from the blade was stretched about the same as grid E

was stretched in the spanwise direction. With C-type

grids, the grid extends from the blade surface only to

the midchannel, and there is no clustering near the

midchannel. The same number of lines in the span-

wise and blade-normal directions results in far greater

stretching in the spanwise directions for all but very

low span-to-pitch ratios.

Generating grids for turbine blade geometries in-

volves compromises. Because of the highly turned ge-

ometry, no one grid is optimum over the entire flow
field. Sensitivity of heat transfer to choice of grid op-

timization can be seen by comparing results in figures

2b and 2c for the same grid parameters. The Stanton

number results do not differ significantly between grid

D in figure 2b and grid E in figure 2c.

Figure 2d shows the effect on surface pressures
comparing grids B and E. The differences'are smalhr

than one might expect based on the differences in the
surface heat transfer. These almost contradictory re-

suits suggest that the heat transfer is influenced by

the analysis's ability to calculate the secondary flows
across the endwall.

Figure 2e shows calculated yl+ values on the blade



surfacefor gridsC and D. For both values of Y_ZF
the maximum value calculated from the Navier-Stokes

analysis is only slightly in excess of the a priori es-

timate give by equation 1. Because this example is

for a gas-to-wall temperature ratio of 1.9, neglecting

the gas-to-wall temperature ratio term in calculating

YI_.F would reduce the value by nearly a factor of 3. If

the gas-to-wall temperature ratio term was neglected

in calculating Y_-F, the value of Yl_F would be signif-
icantly less than the maximum value of y+ calculated

using the Navier-Stokes analysis.

Grids of 400, 000 points took approximately 2.5

seconds of CPU time on a Cray YMP computer per

iteration. Typically, heat transfer converged within

2500 iterations, even if not initialized with a similar

flow field. Less than 8MW of core were required for

this number of grid points.

Figure 3 shows the effect of grid stretching on

the endwall heat transfer. After examining the results

shown in figure 2c it is not surprising that this effect

is very large. Viewing these differences as uncertain-
ties in comparisons with experimental measurements

shows that coarse spanwise grids result in unaccept-
able computational errors. The strong sensitivity of

the heat transfer to grid stretching, coupled with the

relatively weak sensitivity to the near-wall spacing,

suggest that the effect of trading increased near-wall

spacingfor reduced stretchingbe furtherexamined.

Inletboundary lavereffect.Figure 4 shows the blade

and endwall heat transferassuming an inletbound-

ary layer on each endwaU equal to 30 percent of

the fullspan. This inletboundary layer thickness

was chosen arbitrarilylargeto illustrateitseffecton

blade and endwall heat transfer.Inletboundary layer

thicknessesof the same order as 30 percent of span

have been reported measured inendwall heat transfer

experiments.(1,4)While the effectof an inletboundary

layeron the heat transferdistributionisnot as great

as the effectof gridstretching,thiseffectisnoticeable.

Ifa boundary layerispresentin the test,itshould be

included inthe analysis.

Exv_rimental data comvarisons. Figure 5a compares

predictedsurfacepressureswith the data of Hudson,

Gaddis, Johnson, and Boynton (19)taken at the NASA

Marshall Space FlightCenter(MSFC) turbinetestfa-

cility.Itwas felttobe appropriatetocompare pressure

predictionswith the MSFC data,because these tests

were aimed at obtaining accurate steady-statepres-

sures. Data are shown at 10, 50, and 90_ of span.

The Navier-Stokes analysisconsidersonly an isolated

blade row. The inlettota! pressure and blade row

pressureratioforthisand subsequent blade rows were

obtained from the quasi-three-dimensional flow anal-

ysis code MTSB (2°), using the experimental overall

two-stage turbinepressureratio.Grid C was used for

the Navier-Stokesanalysis.The Navier-Stokes analy-

sispredicted the surfacepressures at 50 and 90% of

span reasonably well,but not as well at 10% of span.

This may be due to the circumferentialnonuniformity

of the statorcutback. The analysisused the average

cutback, but the instrumented vanes might have been

in a passagewith a differentamount ofcutback.

Figure 5b shows heat transfercomparisons forthe

low Reynolds number data of Duma and Kim. (7)The

low Reynolds number cases are compared so as to

minimize uncertaintiesassociatedwith grid spacing.

Experimental and predicted Stanton numbers for all

blade rows were based on the firststatorinletdensity

and velocity.Each endwa]1 had an inletboundary layer

thicknessof8% ofspan, based on the flowand geome-

try upstream ofthe stator.Both pressure and suction

surfacedata indicate a longer than predicted transi-

tionlength. This accounts for the overprediction of the
Stanton number near a third of the suction surface dis-

tance. The analysis is in reasonably good agreement

with the data for the rearward portion of the pres-

sure surface, and both show little spanwise variation
in heat transfer. On the suction surface the analy-

sis agrees reasonably well with the data in the fully

turbulent region at 10% of span, and underpredicts

the heat transfer at 50% of span close to the trailing

edge. The data show the lowest suction surface heat
transfer at 90% of span. The analysis predicts the

correct trend in spanwise heat transfer variation, but

predicts a somewhat higher heat transfer at 90% of
span. The disagreement between the analysis and the

heat transfer data does not appear to be due to the

disagreement between the the analysis and the surface

pressure data. The poorest agreement in surface pres-

sures was at 10% of span, where the agreement in heat

transfer is as good as at the other spanwise locations.

The results in this figure and in figure 2 further in-

dicate the importance of spanwise stretching. On the

suction surface the data show greater spanwise varia_

tion in heat transfer than was predicted. The results

in figure 2c show lower heat transfer at 10 and 90% of

span in the rearward portion of the suction surface for

the finer spanwise grid.

Figure 6 shows the predicted heat transfer for the
first stage rotor of the SSME high pressure fuel tur-

bine. The analysis was done assuming a smooth blade

surface based on the analysis presented in reference

18, which concluded that the blades are hydraulically

smooth at this Reynolds number. Heat transfer distri-

butions are shown on both the unwrapped surface of

the rotor, and on the hub endwalL The analysis was

done using a 145 )< 40 x 65 grid, with a Y_IZF of 2.,
and a rotor tip clearance of 2.2_ of span. The inlet



radial profile for the rotor analysis was obtained using

the circumferential average of the stator exit results.

The highest heat transfer occurs just in front of the

leading edge, and is very localized. The second high-

est heat transfer in the blade region is in the throat

region. Dunn and Kiln (21) gave two measurements of
endwal] Stanton numbers. The values were 0.0065 and

0.007 at 20% and 60% of the rotor chord, respectively.

Figure 7 compares predicted and measured heat

transfer at 10, 50, and 90 percent of span. The anal-

ysis underpredicts the leading edge heat transfer, but

this was expected since the turbulence model did not

account for any augmentation in heat transfer due to

free stream turbulence prior to transition. Depending

on the correlation used, an increase in the leading edge

heat transfer of up to 40% could be expected. The pre-

dicted heat transfer agrees well with the experimental

data along the pressure surface. On the suction sur-

face the analysis agrees well with the data, except in

the transition region, and near the trailing edge at 90%

of span. The disagreement with the data in the tran-

sition region may not be the fault of the transition

model, but rather the defining of stagnation points

from which boundary layers are calculated to deter-
mine the start of transition. In a three-dimensional

flowfieldthereare ambiguitiesassociatedwith the de-

terminationofthe stagnationline.The analysisshows
a smaller variationin heat transferbetween 50 and

90_ ofspan than the experimental data. However, in

the clearancemodel there isno flowresistanceat the

top of the blade,and this assumption would resultin

higherthan actualflow in the tipregion.

To betterunderstand the behavior ofthe calcula-

tions,it is useful to show results for different assump-
tions; comparing results for the different assumptions

should clarify the factors determining the heat trans-

fer. Figure 8 shows the blade heat transferassuming

a shrouded rotor. The outer casingrotateswith the

rotor,and there isno clearancegap. These resultscan

be compared with those shown in figure6. Close to

the trailingedge on the suctionside,the heat transfer

ishigher without clearance. Everywhere elsein the

tipregion,the Stanton number islower when there is

no clearance.Based on thesedata alonethe assump-

tion made for flows in the clearance gap appears to

underestimate the effectof tipclearance,does givethe

correcttrend in heat transfer.

Figure 9 shows the vane surfaceStanton numbers

for the second stage stator. This statorissimilarto

the firststage stator,but there isno cutback at the

trailingedge. The heat transferissimilarto that for

the firststage vane. The three-dimensionaleffectson

the vane heat transferarenoticeable,and show greater

spanwise symmetry than forthe firstvane. This result

isessentiallyclueto the absence of the cutback for the

second stagevane. Figure 10a compares midspan heat

transferpredictionswith the data ofDunn and Kim (v).

Except at the leading edge, where, as expected, the

predicted heat transferislower than measured, the

analysisoverpredictsthe blade surfaceheat transfer.

Figure 10b compares pressure distributionsat 10, 50

and 90% of span with the data of Hudson et al.(19).

This comparison agreesbetterwith the data than the

pressuredistributionforthe firststagevane. Sincethe

second statorhas no cutback, thereislesspassage-to-

passagevariationin itsexitingflowfield.The absence

of a cutback could account for the better agreement

with the data for the second stage vane.

Figure 11 shows the rotor surfaceheat transfer

comparisons for the data of Blair. The analysiswas

clonewith a 145 x 40 x 65 grid.The rectangularshape

ofunwrapped blade the plotisthe resultofusing a nor-

realisedsurfacedistance,where the normalizationfac-

tor isa functionofspan. Comparisons for the suction

and pressure surfacesshow that in both the predic-

tionsand experimental data there are very high heat

transferratesin the tip regionon the suctionsurface.

Because thishigh heat transferisin the tip region,

one is likelyto assume that this high heat transfer

is the resultof clearance flows. However, itshould

be noted that there ishigh heat transferin the hub

region at almost the same surfacedistance. The suc-

tion surfaceheat transferin the hub region ishigher

than atmidspan, but not as high as in the tipregion.

The analysiscorrectlypredictsthisthree-dimensional

pattern. Figure 12 shows a calculationfor the same

conditionsas the predictionin figure11, except that

there isno clearanceand the shroud rotateswith the

rotor.In the tipregionthe suctionsurfaceheat trans-

ferissignificantlylower than in figure11, showing the

relativeimportance ofthese phenomena.

CONCLUSIONS

The resultsof this work showed that a three-

dimensionalthin-layerNavier-Stokesanalysiswas able

topredictheat transferwith reasonableaccuracy.This

resultwas true forcaseswith and without rotation.A

relativelysimple,and thereforecomputationally effi-

cient,tip clearance model gave usefulresults. This

model resultedin good agreement with experimental

data with respectto the heat transferon the surfaces

ofthe blade inthe tipregionforthe data ofBlair,but

underpredictedthe tip clearanceeffectfor the data of

Dunn and IGm. However, thismodel, in which the

flow variableswere averaged at the extended surface

of the blade in the tip region,gives no information

with respect to the heat transferon the tip surface

of the blade. Nonetheless,it a usefultool for three



dimensionalheattransferanalysis,and thisapproach

warrants furtherinvestigation.

Grid sensitivitystudiesshowed that heat transfer

was most sensitiveto the grid stretching.Both blade

and endwall heat transferwere highly dependent on

spanwise gridstretching.Heat transferwas more sen-

sitiveto thisparameter than to variationsinnear wal]

spacing,streamwise griddensity,or localoptimisation

ofthe grid.These resultsshow that,while itisdesir-

ableto maintain a closenear wan spacing,thisparam-

etermight be relaxedinfav_ oflessgridstretchingin

the interestofobtainingaccurateand economical heat

transferpredictions.

The resultsofthe analysisshowed that in a multi-

blade row analysis,the resultsofthe upstream calcu-

lationshould be used as the inletconditionfor suc-

cessiveblade rows. Because of the relativemotion of

the blade rows, circumferentialaveraging of the flow

variableswas done. Although the averaging does not

completelypreservethe flowfield,the boundary layers

on the endwalls are maintained between blade rows.

The effectof neglectingthe inletendwMl boundary

layerswas not largein terms ofthe blade surfaceheat

transfer.However, the inletboundary layerthickness

was important in accuratelypredictingendwall heat

transfer.
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Table I - Characteristics of first stage stator grids

Grid A B C D E

Streamwise No.

Pitchwise No.

Spanwise No,

Y'aE_

214 145 145 145 145

43 43 43 43 43

43 43 65 65 65

2.3 2.3 1.2 2.3 2.3
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